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Abstract 

Traditional methods UBCF have limitations of poor recommendation quality and 

problems of data sparsity. To alleviate these problems, a novel collaborative filtering 

algorithm is designed, which firstly get the users’ ratings and time intervals for each 

attribute from the users’ ratings for items, then produce two methods to calculate the 

similarity between users, introduce a weighting parameters to control the weight between 

the two similarity methods in order to get a fusion similarity between two users. The 

results show that this method is able to improve the accuracy of predicted values, 

resulting in improving recommendation quality of the collaborative filtering 

recommendation algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

Collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm is widely used for it is only directed 

to users’ social, rather than analysis and processing large volumes of complex content, 

that is to analysis the rating information for the user, instead of analyzing and processing 

complex content such as audio and video. The unit user evaluated is an item like a movie 

or a music. Collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm predict ratings of unrated 

items through historical rate information that users gave items, and recommend items that 

has high predict ratings to users. The accuracy of recommendation is the most important 

factor to evaluate a recommendation algorithm.  

 
2. Defects to User-based Collaborative Filtering 

The basic idea of traditional user-based collaborative filtering recommendation 

algorithm (User-based Collaborative Filtering, UBCF) is that to recommend items to you 

which interested by other users who have same interests with you. The main method is to 

find the neighbor users though user ratings for items and recommend items to the target 

user which is not rated by target user and is highly rated by its neighbor users. 

The key of UBCF algorithms is to find neighbor users to target user, it accords user 

ratings for items to calculate similarity between users by similarity calculation. The 

algorithm only regard items as unit that user interested in, if the user rate high on an item, 

then the user is interested in the item, but it ignores the fact that a user may not be 

interested in a single project, he may be interested in the items with some special 

attributes. There must be more than one property of an item, for example, a film may 

contains two properties what is drama and martial arts, if there are two users seeing this 

movie and giving a high score, while one of the two users is interested in drama and the 
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other is interested in martial arts, UBCF algorithm will treat these two users as similar in 

this item, and recommend martial arts movies which is interested by the second user to  

the first user, and recommend drama movies which is interested by the first user to the 

second user. This will reduce the accuracy of recommendation.  

Xu et al. [1] get user’s rating to attributes according to the change width of ratings 

target user rated items and the score calculated by collaborative filtering recommendation. 

Yang et al. [2] statistics the number of rate times to optimize the user similarity on the 

perspective of item attributes. Sun et al. [3] predicted the unrated items by analyzing 

different users’ interests to various attributes of items and integrating the attributes of 

rated items to reduce the sparsity of datasets, and then to improve the accuracy of items’ 

similarity calculation Ren Lei [4] aims at the causes for the concept drift, a new 

collaborative filtering algorithm using marking time features was presented. Sun GFet al. 

[5] build the relationships structure between users or items through sequential 

information, then calculate similarity, integrate the similarity into probability matrix 

decomposition algorithm. XIONG Zhong-yang [6] improved the algorithm based on the 

technique of item classification. However, these studies did not take into account the 

comprehensive of utilization the ratings on item attributes and time interval of ratings on 

item attributes to calculate the similarity. YAO Ping-Ping [7] synthesizes user preferences 

and the project properties, but she didn’t consider time influence. 

This paper presents a collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm based on 

similarity fusion of evaluation of project properties and time intervals (Based Attribute 

Rating and Time Interval Collaborative Filtering, BTCF). The core of the algorithm is 

find out the item attributes users really interested in from ratings and time interval users 

gave items, then calculate the similarity between users through the two angles, weight the 

two similarities to get the real similarity to users, and get the neighbors of user to 

calculate predict ratings. The method dispersed item ratings to the attributes, and reduce 

the sparsity of data. 

 
3. Fusion of Rating Similarity and Time Interval on the Item Attributes 
 

3.1. Similarity Computation 

Similarity calculation between users is directly related to recommendation quality. 

Accurate calculation of similarity is the key to improve the quality of recommendation 

system. Similarity computation is the key in collaborative filtering recommend algorithm. 

The most widely used similarities are cosine similarity, adjusted cosine similarity and 

Pearson Correlation coefficient similarity. All these three methods are based on vector 

similarity calculation. Cosine similarity user cosine angle of users’ rating vector to 

measure similarity, adjusted cosine similarity is based on cosine similarity and counteract 

the effects of rating size users gave items. Pearson Correlation coefficient similarity 

calculate similarity according to common rating items. In the paper, we take all the 

attributes of items into account, so we choose the adjusted cosine similarity as the basic 

similarity method, it’s defined as follows. 
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where ,u vI  represent the items that are rated by both user u and user v. uI represents 

the items user u had rated. vI  represent the items that user v had rated. 
uR represent the 

average of ratings user u gave items. 
vR represent the average of ratings user v gave 

items. ,u iR  represent the rating user u gave item i, ,v iR represent the rating user v gave 

item i.  
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3.2. The Matrix of User-item, Item-attribute and Time-interval 

Assume that the total number of users participate in rating is m, the number of items 

been rated is n, then can produce a m n matrix of user-item named R. Shown in the 

following table 1. 

Table 1. User-item Matrix R 

 1Item   jItem   
nItem  

1U  1,1r   1, jr   1,nr  

      

iU  ,1ir   ,i jr   ,i nr  

      

mU  ,1mr   ,m jr   ,m nr  

According to the relationship between items and its attributes, item attributes matrix A 

can be produced. If the item j have the attribute k, then have , 1j ka   in matrix A, or 

, 0j ka   if the item i don’t have the attribute k. Shown in the following table 2. 

Table 2. Item-attribute Matrix A 

 1attr   
kattr   pattr  

1Item  1,1a   1,ka   1, pa  

      

jItem  ,1ja   ,j ka   ,j pa  

      

nItem  ,1na   ,n ka   ,n pa  

According to the time difference between rating time and release time, compute the 

time interval. Shown in the following table 3. 

In the table of time interval, , ,i j u j jt time date   , ,u jtime is the time user u rate the 

item j, and jdate  is the release time of item j. 

Table 3. Time Interval between Rating Time and Release Time Matrix T 

 1Item   jItem   nItem  

1U  1,1t   1, jt   1,nt  

      

iU  ,1it   ,i jt   ,i nt  

      

mU  ,1mt   ,m jt   ,m nt  
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3.3. Similarity of User-attribute 

1) user-item-attribute similarity 

If two users’ ratings on the same attributes are close, it indicates that the two users 

have the same interests. Due to a project must have multiple attributes, it can't judge 

whether the user preference for the item attributes just by a single rating on an item. 

Through users’ ratings on all items to generate attribute ratings, it can not only reduce the 

spare of user ratings matrix, and also can find the root cause of users’ interests on 

attributes more accurately. 

According to the matrix R and A, the rating weight matrix of item user rated to 

attributes can be built for each user which is shown in the following table 4.  

Table 4. Item-attribute Rating Matrix 1B
 for Each User 

 1attr   
kattr   pattr  

1Item  1,1c   1,kc   1, pc  

      

jItem  ,1jc   ,j kc   ,j pc  

      

nItem  ,1nc   ,n kc   ,n pc  

Among them,  
, ,

,

,1

*i j j k

j k p

j kk

r a
c

a





. 

Then, the matrix users to each attribute on ratings can be calculated by the formula 

shown below. The matrix users to each attribute matrix can be shown below as table 5. 

Table 5. User-attribute Rating Matrix 2B
 

 1attr   kattr   pattr  

1U  1,1b   1,kb   1, pb  

      

iU  ,1ib   ,i kb   ,i pb  

      

mU  ,1mb   ,m kb   ,m pb  

Among them, 

,

,1

,

u k
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  , in the formula, 
uINum  represents the items 

number which is rated by the user u and have the attribute of k. 

Then, we can get attribute rating similarity between users by using the below formula 

(2). 
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2) user-time-attribute similarity 

The information that user rating time characteristics on each attribute can also reflect 

users’ preference for each attribute. If two users are close on the time interval between 

rating time and release time, it indicates they are similarity. In the same way, for an item 

have multiple attributes, the user’s preference can be identified through the time interval. 

This can understand the user’s interest more completely. 

According to the matrix T and A, the time weight matrix of item user rate time interval 

can be built for each user which is shown in the following table 6.  

Among them, 
, ,

,

1 ,1

*n
i j j k

i k p

j j kk

t a
tp

c


 
 
 
 




, in the formula, 
iI

Num represents the items total 

number which is rated by the user i. The smaller the factor 
, ,

,1

*i j j k

p

j kk

t a

c


 
 
 
 

 value, the 

bigger the factor ,i ktp , and represents the more active the user rate the item which has 

this attribute. ,i ktp  reflects the preference of users to the special attribute. 

Table 6. User-ratetime-interval Matrix TP  

 1attr   kattr   pattr  

1U  1,1tp   1,ktp   1, ptp  

      

iU  ,1itp   ,i ktp   ,i ptp  

      

mU  ,1mtp   ,m ktp   ,m ptp  

Then we can get attribute time similarity between users by using the formula (3). 
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3.4. Similarity Fusion 

In order to get a more comprehensive view of the similarity of users’ interests to 

attribute, the two similarities can be integrated into a new real similarity. 

             
       s i m u , v * s i m u , v 1 * u , vb tsim                 （4） 

In the similarity formula, introduce a weight parameter to control the weight of two 

similarities, so that the weighted proportion between user-attribute rating similarity and 

user-attribute time similarity can be change through adjusting the size of   to gain 

optimal similarity results.  

 

3.5. Predict Ratings 

After the nearest neighbor set S has been generated for the target user u, the predicted 

ratings that user u give to any item can be calculate by the next formula. 
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                （5） 

Among them, uR is the average of ratings the user u gives,  ,sim u v is the similarity 

weight between user u and user v, ,v iR is the rating that user u has given to item i. Then 

choose the top - N elements from the item list in which the target user haven’t rate and the 

predicted ratings are highest to recommend to the user. 

 

4. Experiment and Result Analysis 
 

4.1. Datasets 

Experiences use the public data set provided by sites of Movie Lens, and its size is 

100k. Movie Lens data sets were collected by the Group Lens Research Project at the 

University of Minnesota. This data set consists of 100,000 ratings (1-5) from 943 users on 

1682 movies and each user has rated at least 20 movies. Each film comprises at least one 

or more categories of 19 kinds of properties. Throughout experiment data is further 

divided into a training set and test set, the paper chooses 80% of the entire data set as a 

training set, 20% as the test set. 

 

4.2. The Metric 

MAE (mean absolute error) [8] is used as evaluation criteria and it is the common 

evaluation criteria for the common evaluation algorithm. Formally, if n is the number of 

actual ratings in an item set, then MAE is defined as the average absolute difference 

between the n pairs. Assume that 1p , 2p , 3p , ..., pn is the prediction of users' ratings, 

and the corresponding real ratings data set of users is 1q , 2q , 3q , ..., 4q . See the MAE 

definition as follows: 

                         1M A E

n

i ii
p q

n







                    （6） 

The lower the MAE, the more accurate the predictions would be, allowing for better 

recommendations to be formulated. MAE has been computed for different prediction 

algorithms and for different levels of sparsity. 

Recommendations from the long tail of the popularity distribution of items are 

valuable. On the other hand, recommendation accuracy tends to decrease towards the long 

tail items which often have fewer ratings and are more difficult to predict. In this paper, 

we use precision to measure recommendation accuracy, precision is defined as follows:  

                         
p r e c i s i o n

T L

L


                        （7） 

where L is the recommendation list and T is the test set. The precision measures the 

ratio of common items in T and L to the recommendation list. 

 

4.3. Comparing with the Traditional UBCF 

In order to verify the effectiveness of our approach, we compare our BTCF algorithm 

with traditional UBCF algorithms. We use (4) and (6) to compute MAE in our BTCF and 

traditional UBCF. The number of neighbor we chose is 5. We adjusted parameter   in 

our experiments at first, figure 1 shows that the result is optimal when  is 0.6. 

The number of neighbor increases from 5 to 30 in our experiments, assume   is 0.6, 

the result is shown in figure 2 and figure 3. We can find that the MAE of BTCF is smaller 

than UBCF’s, the prediction is more accurate after alleviating sparsity, and our BTCF 
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performs better in experiments. And the result shows our BTCF is more accurate than 

traditional UBCF. 

Figure1.The influence of   on MAE 

Figure 2.Neighbor on MAE          Figure 3. Neighbor on Precision 

 
The number N in top-N module increases from 5 to 30 in our experiments, assume 

 is 0.6 and neighbor is 5, the result is shown in figure 4 and figure 5. We can also find 

that the MAE of BTCF is smaller than UBCF’s, the prediction is more accurate. 

Figure 4. N on MAE                   Figure 5. N on precision 
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5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we present a new Collaborative Filtering algorithm using user-attribute 

rating and time characteristics. The results indicated that out method can find out users’ 

interests on attributes more accurately by using statistical method. It produces 

recommendation results of a better quality. 
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